
Pylos Combat Agate Sealstone, c. 1450 BC,
and Homer’s Iliad

An enlarged image of the restored Sealstone. 
(Photo J. Vanderpool; courtesy of the Department of Classics, 

University of Cincinnati)

The Sealstone is 1.4 inches wide,
and was covered in limestone

when first discovered

2018 Florence and Kenneth Wood



The Sealstone was found in 2015 in the 
Bronze Age Griffin Warrior Tomb 

near Pylos in south west Greece, by
archaeologists from the 
University of Cincinnati 



Nicholas Wade, writing in the New York Times, asked 

‘...whether [the Sealstone’s] battle scene, strongly 

evocative of those in Homer’s “Iliad” and “Odyssey,” 

depicts an event that contributed to the oral 

tradition behind the works of Homer’ 

New York Times  6.11.2017



Homer and the Sealstone

It is not certain when Homer lived, but a time
during the 8th and 7th Centuries BCE 

has been much discussed.

Such dates indicate that the 
Sealstone, c 1450 BC, is many 
centuries older than Homer’s 

epics.



The Sealstone indicates two major events 

also related in Homer’s Iliad

1. The killing of Patroclus by Hector 
Iliad 16.800 ff (R. Fagles)

2. The killing of Hector by Achilles
Iliad 22.248 ff (R. Fagles)



Characters on
the Sealstone 

The corpse (bottom left) is proposed as Patroclus, 
killed and stripped of his armour by 
Hector, who also ‘kicked him over, 

flat on his back …’ (Iliad 16.805, R Fagles)



Characters on 
the Sealstone 

The two combatants above Patroclus’ body
indicate the killing of Hector by Achilles.

Achilles (top left) plunges his sword
Into Hector’s neck  (Iliad 22.325).



Death of Hector

Homer describes the precise place of
the death blow on Hector’s body:

‘...but one spot lay exposed, where collarbones
lift the neckbone off the shoulders, the
open throat ...(there) brilliant Achilles 

drove his spear ... ‘
(Iliad 22.325-330,  R Fagles) 



Homer’s description indicates a 
triangular configuration

Throat

Two collar bones 



So limited is space in the region 
of the Sealstone victim’s head

that portraying the crucial
‘two collar bones and a throat’

would have raised a major 
problem for the artist.

So how did he solve it? 



Engraved on Hector’s helmet
are three objects in the 

same triangular  configuration
as ‘two collar bones and a throat’.



A cord around the three objects
possibly indicates they should

be viewed as a group:

‘Two collar bones and a throat’ 



A question now arises about why images

of the death of Hector were preserved

so precisely in art and literature

over a period of many centuries?



To preserve essential 

knowledge of Astronomy 

in pre-literate Greece



Astronomy and the Greeks

Considerable astronomical knowledge would have been as 

vital for the organisation of life in pre-literate Greece

as it was in contemporary literate societies. 

In the absence of a writing system, how did those

Greeks preserve learning of a large catalogue of stars, 

a sophisticated calendar system, navigation by 

land and sea and cosmology?



A pioneering study

During a long study of Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey,
Edna F Leigh concluded that not only did 

the pre-literate Greeks pass down by  
word of mouth the poetic heritage of

their Bronze Age, but also
a remarkable volume of …

… astronomical learning embedded 

in the Iliad and the Odyssey

as extended metaphor

Edna F Leigh
(1916-1991)

Daughter of a
Kansas farmer



Astronomy in pre-literate Greece

Ill health prevented Edna Leigh from 

publishing her many years of research

which, since her death, has been

edited, expanded and published by her

daughter, Florence, and Kenneth Wood. 



Homer’s Astronomical learning includes:

A large catalogue of stars and constellations

A luni-solar calendar system

Cycles of the Sun, Moon and Venus

Geography and Navigation

Ancient Greek cosmology



Astronomy, Homer & 
the Pylos Sealstone

The killing of Hector by Achilles is a dramatic 
episode at the climax of the Iliad that is
also portrayed on the Pylos Sealstone.

Following is an astronomical projection of the pursuit 
and killing of Hector (Orion) by Achilles (Canis Major) 

and the significance of Hector being struck in the throat …

‘… where collarbones lift the neckbone 
off the shoulder the open throat …’ 



Symbols engraved on the helmet of Hector

on the Pylos Sealstone match Homer’s

astronomical projection

of three stars in a triangular configuration 

in the ‘throat’ of the constellation Orion.

λ Orionis

ϕ-2 Orionis ϕ-1 Orionis



The pursuit of Hector by Achilles

In the following simplified slides the rising and setting of the constellations 

of Orion and Canis Major take place over a period of several hours.

During that time there would have  been an ever-changing panorama 

of the rising and setting of other constellations and stars. 

Homer’s detailed account of the pursuit of Hector by Achilles as

metaphor for a wider view of the heavens requires investigation. 

The following projections are based on ancient concepts of 

an Earth-centred universe.



The Astronomical Death of Hector - 1

Drawing 1:   Hector (Orion) 
stands alone

Iliad:  Hector awaits the arrival 
of Achilles (Il.22.11ff – Fagles)

Astronomy:  Orion (Hector) 
has risen but Canis Major 
(Achilles) is still below the 
horizon.

Pages 75-77 Homer’s Secret Iliad (1999 & 2017)



The Astronomical Death of Hector - 2

Drawing 2:   The Chase

Iliad: ‘Hector … could hold his 
ground no longer … and away 
he fled in fear ‘(Il.22.163)

Astronomy:  As time passes,
Canis Major (Achilles) has also 
risen and appears to be in 
pursuit of Orion (Hector) across 
the sky.

Pages 75-77 Homer’s Secret Iliad (1999 and 2017)



The Astronomical Death of Hector - 3

Drawing 3:  Death of Hector

Iliad: Achilles ‘… drove his spear … 
clean through the tender neck [of 
Hector]’. (Il.22.385)

Astronomy:  As Orion (Hector) ‘dies’ or 
sets, Homer identifies three stars in the 
throat of the constellation.

Homer has also plotted the paths of 
two constellations across the sky.

Pages 75-77 Homer’s Secret Iliad (1999 & 2017)



Hector struck in the throat

An enlarged image of the death of      
Hector and three  stars in the 
throat of Orion:

λ Orionis, ϕ-2 and  ϕ-1 Orionis

‘ … one spot lay exposed, where 
collarbones lift the neckbone off the
shoulders, the open throat … there …
Achilles drove his spear  ... ’

The Astronomical Death of Hector - 4

Pages 75-77 Homer’s Secret Iliad (1999 & 2017)



The two constellations and four stars identified in 

this event are only a very small  part of 

Homer’s catalogue of stars and constellations. 

Elsewhere Homer identifies all of the other 

brighter stars in Canis Major and Orion together with 

very many in more than 40 other constellations 



And what better

aid to memory

could there have

been for ancient

astronomer-poets

than the  glorious 

panorama of

the night skies?
Canis Major ‘in pursuit’ of Orion



Was Homer recognised as an
Astronomer in Ancient Times?

Even after the Greeks adopted a writing
system, Homer’s name was for 

centuries linked not only to epic
poetry but also to astronomy

For Heraclitus, c.540-480 BC, he was 
‘Homer the Astronomer,  

Wisest of all Greeks



Homer, ‘prince of all learning…’

Crates of Mallus (2nd century BC) supported a theory that Homer 
intended to express scientific or philosophical truths in the 

form of poetry.

Pliny the Elder (AD 23–79) hailed Homer ‘as the father and prince 
of all learning and learned men.’

Strabo (64BC – AD20) declared that he and his predecessors, 
who included Hipparchus, regarded Homer as the 

founder of the science of geography which
‘…unites terrestrial and celestial phenomena.’



Alexander Pope and Gilbert Murray

In the early 18th Century AD, Alexander Pope wrote: ‘If we reflect 
upon those innumerable Knowledges, those Secrets of Nature and 

Physical Philosophy which Homer is generally suppos’d to have 
wrapt up in his Allegories, what a new and ample Source of 

Wonder may this Consideration afford us?’

More than 100 years ago, the scholar Gilbert Murray briefly
drew attention to ‘myth of a pronounced and curious kind ... 

‘It is a matter of the lunar and solar calendar…’ 
He is not known to have ever progressed his thoughts. 

(See Homer’s Secret Iliad, pp 17-19).



Astronomical learning in
‘Homer’s Secret Iliad’

Trojan War in the heavens

Extensive catalogue of stars

and constellations 

Gods and planets

Homer’s Universe

Homer the Map-Maker

Reprinted 2018 and

available from Amazon 

and booksellers.



Astronomical topics in 
‘Homer’s Secret Odyssey’

Odysseus and the Moon

Annual luni-solar calendar

19-year luni-solar cycle

Olympiad and Octaeteris

Significant numerical data

Odysseus’s Ship’s Log
Reprinted 2017 

Available from Amazon 
and booksellers



Notes for Presenter
The Sealstone and the Iliad

Hector’s armour: Homer records that up to Hector’s ‘neckbone and throat’,  his body was protected 
by  armour. In the Iliad Hector is struck with a spear, but on the Sealstone the victim is attacked 
with a sword, a much shorter weapon.  
Such is the design of the Sealstone and its very limited size (1.4 inches wide), it would hardly seem 
possible for the artist to have included another spear. 
It is, however, the point of impact, the open throat above the collar bones, that is of vital 
significance and this is emphasised by the triangular configuration on the victim’s helmet. 

The victim on the Sealstone is also carrying a spear, as was Hector in his duel with Achilles. 

Two clubs:  Lying alongside the body of Patroclus is a club while another one is suspended from the 
belt of Achilles. Homer records the use of such weapons at 7.137ff (Fagles) when he introduces 
‘Areithous … the club-fighter’ who went into battle ‘armed neither with the bow or the long spear, 
but with a great bar clubbed of iron …’  



Odysseus and the 
19-year luni-solar cycle

The Iliad-Odyssey timespan is a 19-year luni-solar cycle 

Odysseus left Penelope to fight at Troy at
a new crescent moon at a winter solstice.

He returned in disguise at the dark period of the 
moon almost 19 years later. 



With the appearance of a new crescent moon, 
and the beginning of a new 19-year cycle,

Odysseus cast off his disguise and
emerged as a triumphant warrior

Odysseus triumphant

After spending one night with 
Penelope he left once more  on 

his eternal luni-solar travels.  



Troy will ‘fall’ again on
December 21, 2026

Homer’s knowledge of a 19-year luni-solar cycle
that began with the sighting of a new

crescent moon at a winter solstice is still
relevant in the modern world.

Such a cycle began with the sighting of a 
new crescent moon at the winter solstice

on December 21, 2017. 



Troy will ‘fall’ again on
December 21, 2026

According to Homer’s calendar system, Troy
will next ‘fall’ at the winter solstice in 2026. 

Odysseus will return to Ithaca at mid-winter 2036, 
before starting on his next 19-year cyclical

journey at the sighting of a new crescent moon 
on the shortest day.

© 2018 K & FS Wood
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Sources and translations used for  
Homer’s Secret Iliad

are listed on HSI pages 277-280

Astronomy programs included:

The Sky (Software Bisque)
SkyGlobe (KlassM Software)

Red Shift


